8. Lambs must be identified by May 15 as a bottle lamb. Bottle lambs may not be shown in the Market Lamb Class and market lambs may not be shown in the Bottle Lamb Class.

9. Lambs must be broke to halter lead; lambs will be shown on halter.

10. There will not be a special showmanship class for Bottle Lambs because this is already included in the class judging.

11. Class will be judged by the following criteria:
   - Bottle Lamb project write up (records of what you have learned; forms provided by the extension office).
   - Knowledge of bottle lamb (answer questions of the judge in the show ring the day of the show).
   - Showmanship (lead the lamb on halter, move the lamb around the ring as asked by the judge, and keep the lamb between themselves and the judge).
   - General cleanliness of the animal and overall health of the animal.

60101 - 3rd grade Clover Kids - (Clover kids will not be evaluated with ribbon placing )
60102 - Juniors
60103 - Intermediates and Seniors

SHOWMANSHIP
60401 — JUNIOR
60402 — INTERMEDIATE
60403 — SENIOR
60404 — ELITE

DAIRY DEPARTMENT
DAIRY COWS
Classes to be determined by number of entries. There must be at least 2 entries to have a class.

1. All cows must be entered on 4-H online by May 15th.
2. All animals must be entered on Fair Entry for classes by July 1 up to the limit. If an animal entered dies, another animal of the same species can be substituted for the same classes as long as that animal has been properly identified on 4-H online by May 15.

40501 — Heifer
40502 — Cows

SHOWMANSHIP
40601 — Junior
40602 — Intermediate
40603 — Senior
DAIRY GOATS
1. Each exhibitor can show two animals per class, but no more than six
animals in the entire show.
2. Must be at least 2 per breed to make your own goat breed division— if
not, then they go to an AOB class.
3. All Diary Goats must be identified in 4-H online by May 15 of cur-
rent year with a 4-H ear tag.
4. All animals must be entered on Fair Entry for classes by July 1 up to
the limit. If an animal entered dies, another animal of the same species
can be substituted for the same classes as long as that animal has been
properly identified on 4-H online by May 15.

JUNIOR
(Does under 24 months of age that are not in milk and have never fresh-
ened.)
70401 — Under 4 months
70402 — 4 months and under 8 months
70403 — 8 months and under 12 months
70404 — 12 months and under 24 months
70405 — Billy, 12 months and under

SENIOR
(Does in milk or that have freshened)
70406 — Under 24 months in milk
70407 — 2 years and under 3 years
70408 — 3 years and over